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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
that to become a spectator of Time is a cure for
meanness of soul. We live in a narrow reality, partly
conditioned by our form of perception and partly made
by opinions that we have borrowed, to which our selfesteem is fastened. We fight for our opinions, not because
we believe them but because they involve the ordinary
feeling of oneself Though we are continually being hurt
owing to the narrowness of the reality in which we dwell,
we blame life, and do not see the necessity of finding
absolutely new standpoints.
All ideas that have a transforming power change our
sense of reality. They act like ferments. But they
necessarily lead us in the direction of affirmation. To see
more wholly, more comprehensively, requires affirmation,
an assent to the existence of new truth. If there is buried
in us the sense of truth, we must admit that there is a
great deal superficial to it that fights against it. It is
always much easier to deny than to affirm.
One reason for this is that the soul is turned towards
the senses, while ideas are internally perceived as distinct
from the inrush of outer things, and if there is no feeling
of the separateness of one's existence, no sense of essential
invisibility, and no effort made in this direction, it is
unlikely that we will ever be aware of them. Plato
described two gods or ruling powers, one outer and one
inner.·U nder the power of the outer, the soul is tossed
about in every direction and is like a drunkard. Turned
towards the world of ideas, she begins to become sane and
to remember.
PLATO SAYS

Give me Nepenthe
With the lulling eyes
To shut away the world!
To sleep, to dream,
And in this clover-scented air
Slip through imprisoning Time
And find my Spirit free!
Alas, not thus
Shalt thou escape from Time.
Thou wilt return again
And yet again
Till thou hast paid
The uttermost farthing.
Didst thou not know
Time is a debtor's prison?
Whom dost thou owe?
Owe not Nepenthe.

In the following pages a number of quotations, notes,
and observations have been brought together that refer in
the main to the invisible side of things. How can we begin
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to understand the 'invisible'? The invisible nature of man
and the corresponding invisible side of the world are here
dealt with from the standpoint of dimensions (not taken
mathematically) and also from the related standpoint of
higher levels of consciousness. The question of a new
understanding of Time, and of what the life means in the
light of this understanding, is discussed. The possibility of
a change in the time-sense, with a changed feeling of
oneself, enters into this question.
The meaning of eternity, about which we have really
erroneous notions, comes under consideration, and finally
the idea of the recurrence of the life is reviewed.
It is necessary to begin with a general approach which
takes into review some of our ordinary 'notions of things',
as derived from the world that is shown to us by our
senses. In this connection some reflections about the
visible and invisible side of people must be first made.
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CHAPTER ONE

INVISIBILITY OF ONESELF
WE CAN ALL SEE another person's body directly. We see
the lips moving, the eyes opening and shutting, the lines
of the mouth and face changing, and the body expressing
itself as a whole in action. The person himselfis invisible.
We see the outside of a person much more comprehensively than the person can himself. He does not see
himself in action, and if he looks in a mirror he changes
psychologically and begins to invent himself. He appears
very distinct and visible, very definite and clear to eye and
touch, although he is not so to himself. We are distinct
and clear to him, appearing to have a very real and solid
existence, but to ourselves it does not seem that we have
this real and solid existence.
Because we see the visible side of people plainly and they
see ours plainly, we all appear much more definite to one
another than we do to ourselves. If the invisible side of
people were discerned as easily as the visible side, we would
live in a new humanity. As we are, we live invisible humanity, a humanity of appearances. In consequence, an extraordinary number of misunderstandings inevitably exist.
Let us consider our means of communication with one
another. They are limited to muscles, mainly to the
smallest. We signal by means of muscles, either in speech
or gesture. To reach another person, every thought,
feeling, emotion, must be transmitted through muscular
movements and rendered visible or audible or tangible in
this way. We communicate badly, partly because we never
notice how we are doing it, and partly because it is an
extremely difficult matter to communicate anything save
the simplest observations, without the danger of our
3
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signals being misinterpreted. Also, as often as not, we do
not exactly know what it is we are trying to
communicate. Finally, nearly everything of importance
cannot be expressed.
But in a general sense it is because we communicate so
badly and because other people understand our signals in
their way, adding their own thoughts and feelings to
them, that an inexhaustible supply of misunderstandings
and unhappinesses arise. This is seeing the matter from
one point of view, for if our invisible side were more easily
demonstrated to others, new difficulties would arise.
Now all our thoughts, emotions, feelings, imaginations,
reveries, dreams, fantasies, are invisible. All that belongs to
our scheming, planning, secrets, ambitions, all our hopes,
fears, doubts, perplexities, all our affections, speculations,
ponderings, vacuities, uncertainties, all our desires,
longings, appetites, sensations, our likes, dislikes,
aversions, attractions, loves and hates - all are themselves
invisible. They constitute 'oneself·
They mayor may not betray their existence. They
usually do so much more than we believe for we are both
much more and much less obvious to others than we
suppose. But all these inner states, moods, thoughts, ete.,
are in themselves invisible and all that we see of them in
another is through their expression in muscular movement.
No one ever sees thought. No one knows what we are
thinking. We imagine we know other people, and all
these imaginations we have of each other form a world of
fictitious people, that love and hate.
It is impossible for me to say that I know anybody, and
it is equally impossible to say that anybody knows me. For
while I see all your bodily movements and outward
appearances so easily and have a hundred thousand visual
impressions of you that do not exist in your mind, and
4
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have seen you as part of the landscape, part of the house,
part of the street, and have a knowledge of you that you
always wish to know about - what impression you make,
how you look - yet I cannot see into you and do not know
what you are, and can never know. And while I have this
dir'ect access to your visible side, to all your life as seen,
you have direct access to your invisibility - and to your
invisibility only you have this direct access, if you learn to
use it. I and everyone else can see and hear you. The whole
world might see and hear you. But only you can know
yourself

We are thus like two systems of levers, one working
with all the advantage in one direction, the other with all
the advantage in the other direction.
Now to the reader all this may appear obvious, but I
must assure him that it is not at all obvious. It is an
extremely difficult thing to grasp and I will endeavour to
explain why this is so. We do not grasp that we are
invisible. We do not realise that we live in a world of
invisible people. We do not understand that life, before all
other definitions of it, is a drama of the visible and invisible.

The reason why we do not grasp it is because it is an
idea. In this book, which is about one or two ideas, I mean

by the term something which has the power of altering
our standpoint and changing our sense of things. An idea
is, of course, invisible and we may never have any ideas in
the sense that I mean, throughout our entire existence.
We think that only the visible world has reality and
structure and do not conceive the possibility that the
psychological world, or inner world that we know as our
thought, feeling, and imagination, may have also a real
structure and exist in its own 'space', although not that
space that we are in touch with through our sense-organs.
5
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Into this inner space may come ideas. They may visit
the mind. What we see through the power of an idea
cannot be seen when we are no longer in contact with it.
We know the experience of suddenly seeing the truth of
something for the first time. At such moments we are
altered and if they persisted we would be permanently
altered. But they come as flashes with traces of direct
knowledge, direct cognition.
The description of an idea is quite different from the
direct cognition of it. The one takes time, the other is
instantaneous. The description of the idea that we are
invisible is quite different from the realisation of it: only in
thinking in different ways about this invisibility of
everybody and ourselves we may attract the idea so that it
illuminates us directly.
Such ideas act directly on the substance of our lives as
by a chemical combination, and the shock of contact may
be sometimes so great as actually to change a man's life
and not merely alter his understanding for the moment.
The preparation of ourselves for the possibilities of new
meaning, which is more desirable than anything else,
since meaninglessness is a disease, cannot be separated
from contact with ideas that have transforming power.
We can think of an idea, in this sense, as something that
puts us in contact with another degree of understanding
and takes us out of inner routine and the habitual state of
indolence of our consciousness - our usual 'reality'. 'We
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It is easy enough to say in words that we are invisible, but
just as we sometimes catch the meaning, for the first time, of
a common phrase that we have often used, we may catch the
meaning of our invisibility, suddenly, if we repeat often
enough the sentence: I am invisible. The realisation of one's
own separate existence begins at this point.

It is not a 'natural' idea, because it is not derived from
sensory experience or perceptible fact. While we know it
in one sense already, it is not distinct. We know a great
deal, only not distinctly, not authoritatively, through the
inner perception of its truth. This half-discerned
knowledge at the back of us cannot, I believe, be brought
into focus save through the power of ideas. For, ordinarily,
what influences us above everything is the outer, sensegiven, visible world of appearances.
This great sensory world with its noise, colour and
movement, rushing in through the open channels of
sight and hearing, overwhelms the faint understanding.
If I realise my own invisibility, and reach for a moment a
new sense of my own existence, I am the next moment
lost in the effects of outer things. I am aware only of the
noises in the street, and I cannot reach the experience
again. I return again to my 'natural' mind to which
everything perceptible appeals, and for which the
evidence of the senses is mainly the criterion of truth.
Having experienced something 'inner', I find myself
back in the' outer', and the truth that was demonstrated
to me directly, as internal truth, I can no longer
demonstrate to myself with my natural reason, save as a
theory or conception.
Now I would say that all ideas that have the power of
altering us and letting new meaning into our lives are
about the invisible side of things and cannot be
demonstrated directly or reached by reasoning alone.
Because they relate to the invisible side of things they
are not approached by reasoning according to the
evidence of the senses. Before coming to the idea of
Time with which this book is chiefly concerned and
which can only be understood by getting away from
appearances and by thinking about the 'invisible world'
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and of touch. Our bodies are themselves threedimensional. They have length, height, and breadth.
They are 'solids' in space. But we ourselves are not in this

from the standpoint of dimensions, we must make some
effort to grasp the invisibility of ourselves. For I believe
that we never understand anything about the 'invisible'
world if we do not grasp our own invisibility first.
This demands a certain kind of effort, the nature of
which is similar to the effort required to get some
realisation of the essential invisibility and unknowableness of another person. In this connection I believe that
we can never realise the existence of another person in any
real way unless we realise our own existence. The
realisation of one's own existence, as a real experience, is
the realisation of one's essential invisibility.

world of three dimensions.

Our usual sense of existence is derived from external
things. We try to press into the visible world, to feel
ourselves in something outside us, in money, possessions,
clothes, position; to get out of ourselves. We feel that what
we lack lies outside us, in the world that our organs of
sense delineate to us. This is natural because the world of
sense is obvious. We think, as it were, in terms of it, and
towards it. The solution of our difficulties seems to lie in it
- in getting something, in being honoured. Moreover, we
do not support even a hint of our invisibility easily and do
not reflect that while we are related to one obvious world,
on one side, through the senses, we may be related to
another world, on another side, not at all obvious, through
'understanding' - to a world which is just as complex and
diverse as the world given by sense, and which has just as
many desirable and undesirable places in it.

Our thoughts, for instance, are not three-dimensional
solids. One thought is not to the right or left of another
thought. Yet are they not quite real to us? If we say that
reality is confined to that which exists in the threedimensional world outside, we must regard all our
thoughts and feelings inside, as unreal.
Our inner life - oneself - has no position in that space
which is perceptible to the senses. But while thought,
feeling, and imagination have no position in space, it is
possible to think of them having position in some other
kind of space. One thought follows another in passingtime. A feeling lasts a certain time and then disappears. If
we think of time as a fourth dimension, or a higher
dimension of space, our inner life seems to be related to
this 'higher' space, or world in more dimensions than
those accessible to our senses. If we conceive of a higher
dimensional world we might consider that we do not live,
properly speaking, in the world of three dimensions that
we touch and see, and in which we meet people, but have
more intimate contact with a more-dimensioned form of
existence, beginning with time.
But before coming to the subject of dimensions let us
first consider the world of appearances, i.e., the world
which our senses reveal to us, and make some reflections
on two ways of thinking, one of which starts from the
visible side of things and the other from the 'invisible'.

Our bodies stand in the visible world. They stand in
the space of three dimensions, accessible to the sense of sight

All that we see falls on the retina of the eye, upside
down, as in a camera. A picture of the world refracted
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through the lens of the eye falls on the surface of the retina
where it is received by a great number of nerve endings or
sensitive points. The picture is two-dimensional, like that
on a screen, upside down, and distributed over separate
recording points. Yet this picture is in some way
transformed for us into the smooth solid world we behold.
'Out of pictures I have imagined solid things. Out of space
of two dimensions, as we call it, I have made space of three
dimensions' (W K. Clifford, Lectures and Essays, Vol. I, P.
260, 1879, from lecture: 'Philosophy of the Pure Sciences').
N ow the outer world seems close to us, not as if we were
in contact with it but as if we were in it. We are not aware
of being in contact with it only through our sense organs
situated all over the curtain of flesh. We do not have the
impression of looking into the world through the little
living nerve-machines of the eye. The world merely seems
there, and we right in the middle of it. Nor does it seem to
be a quantity of separate impressions (coming through our
various senses) that combine by the action of the mind into
a composite whole. Yet we know that if we had no eyes or
cars, we could not see or hear anything. Simultaneous sensations coming through the different senses, and combined
in the mind, give us the appearance and qualities of a rose.
The rose is actually created for us out of all these separate
impressions; yet it is practically impossible to realise the
matter in this way. For us, the rose is simply there.
When we consider that the picture of the world on the
retina is two-dimensional and that this is the source of
contact with the outer scene, it is not difficult to
understand that Kant came to the conclusion that the
mind creates the physical world, and lays down the laws of
nature, owing to innate dispositions in it that arrange the
stream of incoming sensations into an organised system.
The senses merely give us messages, and out of these we

create the visible, tangible, audible world by some inner
action of the mind, by something which is more than the
messages. But it is extremely difficult to persuade
ourselves that this is so, because in order to do so we must
detach ourselves from the overwhelmingly immediate
impression of an external reality in which we are
invariably immersed. Now this effort is of the same
peculiar nature as that required to bring to us a realisation
of the invisibility of ourselves or other people.
We are immersed in appearances. This is one of the
meanings in the idea of Maya, in Indian philosophical
thought. We are not separate from the outside because we
take it for granted. We are mingled with it through sense,
and our thinking is moulded on it - that is, on our senses.
Two ideas appear here: one, that we follow what the
senses show us of the world in our forms of thought: two,
that we take the external as real in itself and not as a
matter connected with the nature of our senses. What do
we mean by appearances? Let us include in this term all
that the senses show us. They show us a person's body, the
outward appearance of him. They do not show his
consciousness, spirit or soul, or his history, his life, all that
he has thought, done, loved and hated. They show us
practically nothing about him, yet we fasten on the
apparent side of him as the chief thing. They show neither
the invisible side of a person nor the invisible side of the
world, yet.what we think of as real and existing we always
confound with what the senses reveal.
Let us consider the composite picture of the world that
is built up for us internally (according to some older
thinkers by the action of the imagination). What we see
comes to us through the medium of light, transmitted
through the 'ether 9 ; and what we hear, through the
medium of sound transmitted through the air. Touch is by
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direct contact. Each of the senses works in a remarkably
separate manner, fashioned for its own medium and
responding only to its particular set of stimulations. Yet
all these messages from such different sources are united
together into unitary meaning. We see a person, hear
him, touch him, and do not get die impression of three
persons, but one person; and this is really extraordinary.
Now there are many reasons for saying that our senses
respond to only a very limited part of the external world.
Take the eyes: they respond to vibrations of light which
travel at 186,000 miles a second in the 'ether', but what
we call light is merely one octave of vibrations out of at
least fifty other known octaves of vibration that travel in
the ether at the same speed, and reach us from sun and
stars and perhaps galaxies.
So that it is only this one single octave, out of all these,
that our eyes are open to. Seen as a unity, or whole, light
appears white, but split up into separate notes, it appears
as colours. The violet side of a rainbow is the seat of
vibrations of about twice the frequency of those on the red
side, so roughly speaking there is an octave in between.
But beyond the violet there are three (ascending) octaves
of ultra-violet light, i.e. of increasing frequency. Beyond
that, seven octaves of what are known as X-rays; beyond
that still higher octaves of higher Frequencies, and shorter
and shorter wave-lengths, so much so that they can pass
through a great thickness oflead with ease.
Below the red end of the rainbow are descending
octaves of lower frequency-infra-red rays, wireless waves,
ete. But the eye sees only one octave out of all these.
Our picture of the external world, which we take as our
criterion of the real, is relative to the forms of our external
senses. It does not necessarily exist, indeed it cannot, for
itself as we see it. Whatever it really is, we see it merely in

never enter into as direct sensory experience, as we enter
into the experience of light. Light enters into our
consciousness directly, but X-rays or wireless vibrations do
not. There may be insects or plants which are conscious in
one or other form of radiant energy apart from light, and
so live in a world different from our world. It is even
possible that our brains may be receptive organs, apart
from that side open to the sensory influx from skin, eyes,
nose, ears, ete. The extensive arborisations of nerve-cells at
the surface of the cortex might suggest vast receptive
arrangements, like the branching of trees towards the sun;
but we have no evidence for this.
But, considering the great ladder of vibrations which is
the Universe in terms of energies, we cannot say that our
senses reveal the totality of things. Our eyes clearly answer
to only a limited range of vibrations in the ether. 'The
universe may be conceived as a polygon of a thousand or a
hundred thousand sides or facets - and each of these sides
or facets may be conceived as representing one special
mode of existence. Now, of these thousand sides or modes,
all may be equally essential, but three or four only may be
turned towards us, or be analogous to our organs. One side
or facet of the universe, as holding a relation to the organ
of sight, is the mode of luminous or visible existence;
another, as proportional to the organ of hearing, is the
mode of sonorous, or audible existence' (Sir W m.
Hamilton: Lectures in Metaphysics, Vol. I, page 142).
This passage was written before the opening up of the
world of radiant energies by scientific investigation.
Whether consciousness be response to energy or energy
itself, it is evident that we live in a world filled with
different energies and are conscious of only a few. Since
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physics has resolved matter into forms of energy we can
no longer think, in a crude way, of a material universe - of
mere lumps of matter. It would seem obvious, rather, that
we are in a universe of energies in different scales, and are
given naturally a response to a fraction of them.
I have mentioned that it is an extraordinary thing that
stimulations coming into us through our senses from such
widely separated sources in the natural scale should fall
together so easily into composition. But this composition
is relatively valid.
If a gun is fired close at hand we see the flash and hear
the report simultaneously and so connect one with the other.
But if the gun is fired far away at sea at night, we see the
vivid flash and many seconds later hear the air shaken by
the report, because sound travels very slowly in
comparison with light. Comparatively it crawls in the
medium of the air at about one mile in four seconds, while
light flashes through the ether at one hundred and eighty
thousand miles a second. If we had had no previous
experience we might not even connect the flash and the
report. At a distance the composite picture of the world
presented to us by our senses shows signs of falling apart or rather, assuming another aspect in regard to time. And
even though light messages travel so fast, when we look
up at the heavens we see stars shining where, ordinarily
speaking, for themselves they are not. We see them in their
past - where they were thousands of years ago. Their past
is present for us. Even the sun, which is close, is not where
we see it in space, because its light takes eight minutes to
reach us. So we see it where it was eight minutes ago.
We cannot, then, be certain that what we see is the
unchallengeable reality of things. If our senses worked in
a different way, if we had more senses, or fewer, what we
customarily call reality would be different. The matter has

been expressed by Kant in many passages, in one of which
he says that if 'the subjective constitution of the senses in
general were removed, the whole constitution and all the
relation of objects in space and time, nay, space and time
themselves, would vanish' . And if our senses were changed
the appearance of objects would change, for 'as
appearances they cannot exist in themselves but only in us.
What objects are in themselves, apart from all the
receptivity of our sensibility, remains completely unknown
to us. We know nothing but our mode of perceiving them
- a mode which is peculiar to us, and not necessarily
shared in by every being.'
What is it in us that begins to raise objections to this
view of the relative reality of the visible world? We are
firmly anchored to what the senses show us. Perceptible
reality is the starting point of our thought. Sense-thinking
characterises the natural action of the mind, and we refer
to sense as final proof.
It is not necessary to think that appearances themselves
are illusions, or that the senses show us an illusory world.
They show us part of reality. Is not the starting point of
illusion rather the taking of appearances for all ultimate
reality and the belief that sense perception is the sole
standard of the real? The seen world is real but does not
embrace reality. It is built out of invisible realities which
surround it on every side. The visible world is contained in
a much greater invisible world (invisible to us) and we do
not lose one by studying the other but enlarge one into the
other. But as our natural everyday logic is so closely
connected with sense-thinking it fights against this
enlarging of the world, and its actual form of understanding
becomes a psychological barrier to further understanding.
If we could in some unknown way apprehend the
totality of things apart from the senses we would,

14
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The search for facts began with the study of the outer
phenomenal world, i.e. with science. It made trttth seem to be
only outside ourselves - in facts about matter. It sought to
find the basic principle of the universe, to solve its riddle,
to find it out, in something outside - in the atom believing that the 'explanation' of everything would thus
be found and the ultimate cause of the universe and all
that it contains would be laid bare. Everything was
submitted
to weighing and measuring,
and the
mathematical treatment of phenomena began. One kind of
thinking became predominant, which, starting from the

visible, concerns itself only with what can be termed
external truth and particularly with quantities.
The older, prescientific thought concerned itself mainly
with qualities.
Now regarded only as a physical body man is an
infinitesimal quantity of matter in the universe of matter.
Taken as a measurable quantity in a universe of
measurable "quantities he is ruled out of the picture.
Conceive his material bulk in comparison with the earth!
He vanishes; so that thinking only quantitatively about
ourselves and the universe, and starting from the visible,
demonstrable, weighable side of things, we think in the
direction of our own annihilation as individuals.
Man is composed of qualities and these do not lend
themselves
to measurement
or to mathematical
treatment, save fictitiously. It is impossible to say of a man:
let his courage = x and his capacity for affection = y and
in this way represent him in mathematical symbols.
With the increasing predominance of 'external' over
'internal' truth, all that truly belonged to man came to be
looked upon as secondary and unreal, and the primary and
real field for investigation was held to lie in that which
existed independently of man's mind in the external world.
The transition between the quantitative and quali-tative
standpoints is well expressed in the following passage:
'Till the time of Galileo (seventeenth century) it had
always been taken for granted that man and nature were
both integral parts of a larger whole, in which man's place
was the more fundamental. Whatever distinctions might
be made between being and non-being, between primary
and secondary, man was regarded as fundamentally allied
with the positive and the primary. In the philosophies of
Plato and Aristotle this is obvious enough; the remarks
hold true none the less for the ancient materialists. Man's
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according to many early authorities, perceive the universe
as the unity that its name originally implies. 'If the senses
were eliminated the world would appear as a unity' (Sufi
literature). An example of the experiencing of the
universe as a vast coherencewill be given later.
Now the senses split up the totality of things, and in
following their evidence we collect an enormous quantity
of little separated facts. We forget that they are all merely
little bits of one gigantic system. These little facts
intoxicate us easily. We do not merely think that we have
discovered something, but created it. We forget we start
out from an already prepared and connected world which lies
behind any little facts that we can discover about it. We
too easily forget that we start from a given world. The little
facts seem to explain things, to do away with mystery, so
that in our conceit we begin to think in a certain way,
seeing life as a question of innumerable little facts and
human existence as something that can be regulated by
facts. An immense quantity of labour is expended in collecting further facts, till it seems as if this gathering of facts
were going to replace all real life and living experience.
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what we have especially to notice is that the form of
thought which starts from the visible, from fact, tends to
rule man out of the picture. People have the delusion that
it puts him more strongly into the picture, partly because
they do not understand that man is himself essentially
invisible. All that is most real for him lies in his invisible
life and, relatively, the visible is not nearly so real to him,
although the power of appearances makes it seem so.
If we start with the visible, then in order to explain it
we must pass into its parts. If we seek to explain man by
his organs, his organs by the cells composing them, the
atoms by electrons, we lose sight of the man as a whole.
D nder the microscope the man himself completely
disappears.

soul for Democritus was composed of the very finest and
most mobile fire-atoms, which statement at once allied it
to the most active and causal element in the outside
world. Indeed, to all important ancient and mediaeval
thinkers, man was a genuine microcosm; in him was
exemplified such a union of things primary and secondary
as truly typified their relations in the vast macrocosm,
whether the real and primary be regarded as ideas or as
some material substance. Now, in the course of translating this distinction of primary and secondary into
terms suited to the new mathematical interpretation of
nature, we have the first stage in the reading of man quite
out of the real and primary realm. Obviously man was not
a subject suited to mathematical study. His performances
could not be treated by the quantitative method, except in
the most meagre fashion. His life was a life of colours and
sounds, of pleasures, of griefs, of passionate loves, of
ambitions, and strivings. Hence the real world must be (it
was thought) the world outside of man; the world of
astronomy and the world of resting and moving terrestrial
objects' (E. A. Burtt: The Metaphysical Foundations of
Modern Physical Science. Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and
Co., Ltd., London, 1925).
Since ultimate truth and reality were sought in
something outside man, 'investigation naturally passed
into the world of atoms. But the atom turned out to
constitute no simple, easy, & non-ethical' basis for the
'explaining away' of the universe. The atom proved to be
a system of extraordinary complexity, a small universe in
itself Searching more and more into small parts and
seeking always to explain the whole by its parts, science
reached further mysteries. On its philosophical side it
now begins to turn towards ideas that are similar to those
with which prescientific thought was concerned. But

It is obvious that we can explain a chair by its parts, but
this is only one way of thinking about it, one form of
truth. The chair is also to be explained by the idea in the
mind that conceived it. No quantitative investigation, no
chemical analysis or microscopic examination can detect
this idea or give us the full meaning of the chair's
existence. If we ask ourselves what is the cause of the chair,
how can we answer this question?
The chair exists before us as a visible object. Its cause
has two sides. On the visible side, it is caused by the
wooden parts of which it is made. On the invisible, it is
caused by an. idea in somebody's mind. There are thus
three terms - idea, chair, wood.
Naturalism or scientific materialism lays stress on the
third term. It lays stress on the separate material parts
which enter into the composition of any object, seeking in
them for 'cause'. The idea behind organised matter is
overlooked. That which is manifest in time and space
engages its attention, and so it cannot help looking for
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structure of the house, its form, and the integration of its
separate parts, have their ultimate origin in the idea in the
architect's mind - and this idea is not in time or space. I
mean that it is not in the phenomenal or visible world.
It is obvious that the first and third term - that is, idea
and elementary brick - are both causal, and that we must
think of causality in two categories. All that scientific
materialism finds as causal is correct on the phenomenal
side, but ultimately insufficient. And idea by itself cannot
be cause. Both the first and third terms are necessary,
acting in conjunction.
In a broad sense, two types of mind exist, one that
argues from the first term and the other from the third
term. It is a union of both standpoints that is necessary.
The difficulty is that, owing to the laws of time, even
the fullest formed and most complete idea must
necessarily express itself sequentially, in visible manifestation, in the most elementary form first of all. A long
period of trial and error may be necessary before it can be
properly realised in manifestation. And it will always
appear (to the senses) that the first elementary material
starting-point
of the idea, in passing into visible
manifestation, is itself the cause of all that follows. It looks
that way, and because it looks that way the modem
doctrine of evolution has arisen.
Consider the plastic material elements of organised
living matter - the world of atoms, of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur, and phosphorus - this
marvellous paint-box, where valency is the mingling
power, and from which arise an infinite diversity of
combinations and groupings and an endless variety of
products! This constitutes the third term, the material
elements, out of which the world and its life are built.
Man has a far more limited range - a far grosser range - of

causal origin in the smaller constituent parts of any
organism - and also inpreceding time, i.e. in the past.
Now the moment of the origin of the chair in time and
space can be taken as the moment when the first piece of
wood is shaped for its construction. A chair is begun,
visibly, with the first piece of wood, a house with the first
brick. But prior to the beginning of the chair or house in
time or space, the idea of either of them exists in someone's
mind. The architect has already the whole conception of
the house in his mind before the first brick is laid down.
But in translating this idea into visible expression the
smallest part of the house must appear first in passingtime. The architect thinks first of the whole idea, of the
house as a whole, and from that proceeds to smaller and
smaller details. But in manifestation in time this process is
reversed. The force of the idea, in order to become manifest
in expression, must first pass into the smallest detail, e.g.
a single brick is the first point of the manifestation of the
idea of the house. The first expression in time and space of
an idea is one single elementary material constituent. Yet
the idea is already complete in the architect's mind, but
invisibly so. When the house is finished it expresses the
idea in visible form. The house has grown up, so to speak,
as something intermediate between the first term, idea,
and the third term, elementary material part.
When the house is completed (as the second term), the
first and third terms, through which the construction of.
the house was effected, drop out. The idea has found
expression in time and space and the separate bricks are
no longer thought of as such, but become an aggregate
which is the house itself£ It is possible to analyse the
house into the bricks and mortar which compose it; and it
is always possible to say that the bricks are the cause of
the house. But it is inadequate, because the whole
20
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plastic material that he can use directly. If his ideas could
play directly and easily into the atomic world, what material transformations could he not effect? If my mind could
play directly into the atomic world of this wooden table
upon which I am writing, I could change it into innumerable substances without difficulty, by merely rearranging
the atoms which compose it. And if I had this power over
the atomic world and I knew the idea of life, I could create
life. But it would be mind and idea, not the material elements themselves, that would be true cause in such magic.
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I mentioned that naturalism lays stress on the third
term as cause. Through its eyes we tend to see everything
as quantity and material arrangement rather than quality,
meaning, or idea. The emphasis is on one side - on the
external, extended, sense-given side of the universe. It
corresponds to an attitude that everyone must know and
recognise in himself The world is as we see it, and
somehow or other it is self-derived. Somehow or other the
atoms comprising it fell into certain arrangements, and
visible masses of matter as well as living creatures somehow or other appeared.
What does naturalism take away from us? It leads, of
course, to a somewhat dead view of things. In its extreme
forms it takes the view that we live in a gigantic and
mechanical universe, a meaningless machinery of planets
and suns, in which man has accidentally appeared as a
minute speck of life, negligible and ephemeral. Stressing
the third term alone, this view is true enough. It means
that if man is to improve his life, he must only deal with
the external, visible world. There is nothing 'real' save
what man can reach through his senses. So man should
invent and build new machinery and amass as many facts

as possible about the visible world and set about to
'conquer nature' .
This standpoint turns man outwards. It makes him see
his field of activities as only outside himself It makes him
think. that by discovering some fresh facts about the
material universe he will be able to assuage his own sorrow
and pain. There is today a very remarkable turning
outwards of mankind, connected with scientific developments, and an increasingly diffused expectancy that new
discoveries and inventions will solve man's problems. The
attitude of scientific materialism,
which especially
characterised the later part of the nineteenth century, has
reached the masses. it has also reached the East.
Mankind now sees the solution of its difficulties lying in
something outside itself And with this attitude there
inevitably goes the belief in mass organisations of peoples,
and a corresponding loss of the inner sense of existence, the
effacement of individual differences, and a gradual
obliteration of all the rich diversity of custom and local
distinction which belongs to normal life. The world
becomes smaller and smaller as it becomes more and more
uniform. People lose the power of any separate wisdom. In
place of it, they imitate each other increasingly. And it is
just this that makes possible mass organisation. Hand-inhand with this goes the linking up of the world by rapid
transit and wireless communication, so that the entire
world abnormally responds to a single local stimulus.
And above all this hovers the strange chimera, that
seems to shimmer in the imagination of all humanity
today, the phantasy that science will discover some secret,
some solution, that will rid the earth of its brutality and
injustice and restore the Golden Age. This idea, that we
can discover final solutions to the difficulties of life, and
that mankind as a whole can reach 'truth' at some future
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date, ignores the fact that every person born into the
world is a new starting-point. Every person must discover
for himself all that has been discovered before. Every
person must find truth for himself Apart from this, what
can we see today as the result of man's belief that he can
organise life merely by scientific knowledge?
From the practical side, we only see that man's
inventions increasingly take charge of him. We see
machines becoming disproportionate to human life. It is
surely obvious that the development of machinery is not
the development of man and it is equally obvious that
machinery is enslaving man and gradually removing from
him his possibilities of normal life and normal effort, and
the normal use of his functions. If machinery were used on
a scale proportionate to man's needs it would be a
blessing. If people could only understand that the latest
discovery is not necessary the best thing for humanity,
and become sceptical of the word progress, they might
insist on bringing about a better balance. What we fail to
grasp is that the pressure of outer life is not necessarily
lessened by new discoveries. They only complicate our
lives still further. We do not only live by bread but by word.
It is not only new facts and facilities that we need but
ideas and the stimulation of new meanings. Man is his
understanding - not his possession of facts or his heap of
inventions and facilities. Only through his own hard-won
understanding does he find his centre in himself, whereby
he can withstand the pressure of outer things. Yet it is
obvious that nothing can check the general momentum
of events today. There is no discernible force in western
civilisation strong enough to withstand it and the modern
world has yet to learn that the standpoint of naturalism is
inimical to man in the long run. To lay stress only on the
third term - on the visible and tangible - seems logical

Contrasted with naturalism is the older standpoint
which puts man in a created universe, part visible and part
invisible, part in time and part outside time. The universe
as we see it is only one aspect of total reality. Man, as a
creature of sense, knows only appearances and only
studies appearances. The universe is not only sensory
experience, but inner experience as well, i.e. there is inner
truth as well as outer truth. The universe is both visible
and invisible. On the visible side (the third term) stands
the world of facts. On the invisible side (the first term)
stands the world of ideas.
Man himself stands between the visible and invisible
sides of the universe, related to one through his senses, and
to the other through his inner nature. At a certain point,
the external, visible side of the universe leaves off, as it
were, and passes into man as internal experience. In other
words, man is a certain ratio between visible and invisible.
Because of this, the outer scene does not complete him
and no outer improvement of the conditions of life will
ever really satisfy him. Man has inner necessities. His
emotional life is not satisfied by outer things. His
organisation is not only to be explained in terms of
adaptation to outer life. He needs ideas to give meaning to
his existence. There is that in him that can grow and
develop - some further state of himself - not lying in
'tomorrow' but above him. There is a kind of knowledge
that can change him, a knowledge of quite a different
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enough. But man is more than a logical machine. No one
can understand either himself or another person merely
through the exercise of logic. We can indeed understand
very little through logic. But the tyranny of this faculty
can become so great that it can destroy much of the
emotional and instinctive life of man.
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quality from that which concerns itself with facts relating
to the phenomenal world, a knowledge that changes his
attitudes and understanding,
that can work on him
internally and bring the discordant elements of his nature
into harmony.

In many of the ancient philosophies this is taken as
man's chief task - his real task. Through inner growth
man finds the real solution of his difficulties. It is
necessary to understand that the direction of this growth
is not outwards, in business, in science or in external
activities, but inwards, in the direction of knowledge of
himself, through which there comes a change of
consciousness. As long as man is turned only outwards, as
long as his beliefs turn him towards sense as the sole
criterion of the 'real', as long as he believes only in
appearances, he cannot change in himself.
He cannot grow in this internal sense. Through the
standpoint of naturalism, he cuts himself off from all
possibilities of inner change. He must relate himself to
the 'world of ideas' before he can begin to grow. That is,
he must feel that there is more in the universe than is
apparent to the senses. He must feel that other meanings
are possible, other interpretations, for only in this way can
his mind become 'open'. There must have come to him
the feeling of something else. He must have wondered what
he is, what life can possibly mean, what his existence
means. Certain kinds of questioning must have occurred
in his soul. Is the meaning of existence more than it
appears to be? Do I live in something greater than what
my senses reveal? Are all my problems merely outer
problems? Is knowledge about the external world the
only possible knowledge?
26
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CHAPTER TWO

QUALITY OF CONSCIOUSNESS
little doubt that we take our consciousness for
granted in much the same way as we take the world as we
see it for granted. Our consciousness seems final. It seems
the only kind of consciousness that we can possibly know.
While we may doubt our memory, or even our powers of
thought, and sometimes our feelings, we would scarcely
think of doubting our consciousness. We would never
regard it as something that makes our life what it is. The
fact, for example, that our experience seems divided into
opposites, into black and white, into yes or no, into
contradictions, would not seem to us to be due to the
nature of our consciousness (or to the kind of mind we have,
which is a direct result of our degree of consciousness) but
to something inherent in external things themselves.
Through some experiences, and through experiments
made on himself, William James concluded that 'our
normal waking consciousness, rational consciousness, is
but one special type of consciousness, while all about it,
parted from it by the flimsiest of screens, there are
potential forms of consciousness entirely different' .
Convinced of the existence of other states of consciousness, through which we experience things in quite a new
way, and- through which we meet life in a new way, he
realised that no account of the universe can ever be
regarded as final which leaves out these other forms of
consciousness. Nor can any view of ourselves be final if we
accept that our present consciousness is final.
Consciousness is usually defined as awareness, but this
definition is actually inferior in meaning to the
implication of the word itself. Consciousness means,
THERE

IS
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literally, 'knowing-together'. A development of consciousness would therefore mean knowing 'more together', and
so it would bring about a new relationship to everything
previously known. For to know more always means to see
things differently.
But even if we take 'consciousness' merely as meaning
'awareness' we cannot imagine that it is all possible awareness. It must be a degree of awareness and one through which
we are related in a particular way to whatever we know.
Our ordinary consciousness relates us to ourselves and
to things. During sleep the quality of our consciousness is
changed. It gives one sort of awareness and relation.
When we awake, the degree of awareness and the form of
relation is changed. But though we may admit the truth
of this, we do not think that still further kinds of
consciousness may be possible, giving new degrees of
awareness and relation. Nor do we think that many of our
insoluble difficulties, perplexities,
and unanswered
questions necessarily exist because of the kind of consciousness
we naturally possess, and that a new degree of consciousness
would either cause our awareness of them to disappear or
bring about an entirely new relation to them.
Consciousness is sometimes compared with light. An
increase of consciousness is likened to an increase of light.
But we shall see eventually that an increase of
consciousness does not mean only that we see with
greater clearness what was formerly obscure. The quality
is changed. For the moment, the man who experiences it
himself is changed. It is not merely the quantity of
consciousness that is altered, but its very nature.
What evidence is there, from the physiological side,
about levels of consciousness in man? What does
neurological teaching say?

In his teaching about the nervous system, Hughlings
Jackson, the forerunner of English neurology, conceived it
as an integrated system of nervous levels, in which the
higher holds the lower in check.
We must understand that the nervous system is not one
thing, of one composition, a uniformity. It is a structure of
different groupings of nerve-cells, fitted together and
linked up on the principle of scale, and apparently
presided over by the cortex of the brain, which itself
shows different strata or levels of nerve-cells.
Jackson taught that if the action of a higher level in the
nervous system is weakened the activity of a lower level is
released. A lower function takes the place of a higher
function. The main point he emphasised was that we
could never understand the action of the nervous system,
physiologically considered, unless we took into review
this factor of release, because many symptoms of
disordered nervous function consist in phenomena of release.
It is necessary to understand clearly what he meant.
Imagine a schoolmaster in charge of a class of boys, and
suppose that the schoolmaster represents a higher level,
the boys a lower, and that the whole class constitutes an
'integrated system' which works in a certain way. If the
schoolmaster goes to sleep, the lower level is 'released' that is, the boys begin to behave as they like, and the
system now works in quite a different way.
This is due not merely to the fact that the schoolmaster
is asleep (which Jackson would have called a negative
factor - that is, it does not itself give rise to any
manifestations or symptoms) but rather to the release of
the boys from control, with resulting disorder. In other
words, if a higher level of the nervous system is not
working, its absence offunction cannot be discerned in itself It
will only be the released activity of the lower level that
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will be manifested and this only can be studied. The
function of the higher level will merely be absent and it
will be impossible to deduce its nature because we will only be
able to perceive and study the released activities of a lower
level.
Suppose that the schoolmaster becomes invisible when
he falls asleep and that we know nothing about the proper
working of a class. We see only a number of boys in a state
of disorder. We can deduce nothing about the proper
working of the class from this disorder. It will remain
unknown to us.
In the absence of higher function lower function
necessarily appears, and this latter is of a different order.
The higher function cannot be deduced from the lower. If
we think of the question from the standpoint of levels of
consciousness, then beneath our ordinary level exists a lower
level, of another order. When the level of ordinary
consciousness is disturbed, Jackson observed that there is
often a marked rise of dream-like states, which he
ascribed to the release of the activities of a lower level.
Another quality of consciousness manifests itself, for at
this level things can be connected together in a way that is
impossible at the usual level and we are exposed to
fantastic influences, nightmares, ete., which do not exist
at the higher level. When there are very remarkable
contradictions in the personality, this dream-state has a
tendency to arise at any time and interfere with the life.
We have no right to believe that our ordinary level of
consciousness is the highest form of consciousness, or the
sole mode of experience possible to man. We cannot say
that the range of the internal experience of oneself is
necessarily limited either to dream-states or to ordinary
consciousness. We have to consider the possibility, not
only that there is a level above our ordinary level of
30
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consciousness, to which we are only occasionally
awakened, but that our ordinary consciousness becomes
integrated into a larger system when this happens.

From this point of view our ordinary consciousness
would have to be regarded as a release phenomenon. We
would have to study ourselves from the angle of being
disintegrated and not integrated individuals. From the
physiological standpoint what can be said, in respect to
evidence, is that the nervous system seems certainly far
from being fully used under ordinary conditions. But this
kind of evidence, clinically speaking, is not easy to
marshal. It is necessary to approach the subject from the
psychological side.
There is a very old idea that man cannot find any
integration or harmony of being as long as he is on the level
of a sensual outlook. As a creature of sense, thinking only
from sense and turned 'outwards' towards visible life, he
remains dead in regard to that which is himself. Nor is he
quickened by any demonstration coming from the sensible
side of the universe.
In the older views of man, which were much richer and
more complete than are the modem views, man was placed
in the framework of a vast living universe as a created being
- that is, created in and out of the living universe. So not
only was man in.the world, but the world was in him.
The idea of scale or 'degree of excellence' permeated most
of the older notions about man and the universe. The
universe is on different scales. And man was taken as a very
complex creation having within him a scale consisting of
different levels of mind, consciousness and understanding.
Of these levels the sensual was taken as the lowest.
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What is the standpoint of materialism? It is not by any
means so easy to define as we may think. We are
'materialists' without knowing it, and 'materialism' is a
much deeper problem to each of us than we imagine. But,
in the first place, from its standpoint we look outwards (via
the senses) for the explanation and cause of everything. We
start from phenomena as absolute truth.
Speaking first of ultimate issues, we seek proof of the
existence of 'God' from phenomenal life itself. If life takes
on an evil aspect we think there can be no 'God'.
Scientifically, we seek for causes in the phenomenal world.
in both cases we are doing much the same thing. In the
first case we are looking for 'spirit' in visible material life.
In the second case we are looking for the principles
behind phenomena in the minutest forms of matter. As
materialists we look for cause in the elementary material
particle. We look for the final explanation of the mystery
of life in minute physiological processes, in bio-chemistry,
ete. We might compare this with looking for the causes of

a house only in its minute structure, as if we could find its
real 'cause' in the elementary bricks of which it is
composed, and not in the idea behind it. For, to
materialists, the world must necessarily be idea-less. It can
be no masterpiece of art - for where is the artist? Neither
telescope nor microscope reveal his actual existence.
If the originating principle behind all manifestation is
not in the phenomenal world itself, if it lies in idea
working via chemistry (that is, through
minute
elementary particles) into visible form, we must, as
materialists, ignore this factor and assume that the
chemical processes belonging to the world of atoms
themselves establish life. The development
of the
germcell into an embryo is, from this side, merely a
progressive series of chemical changes, starting from the
initial shock of conception, each chemical change
determined by and following upon the previous one, and
thus leading to the budding up of the embryo. Looking
only at the chemical changes we will ignore the
controlling principle or law acting behind them.
Whatever we do not find in the three dimensions of space
we will ignore, not seeing life as unfolding events but
rather as aggregations of physical mass.
Strictly speaking, materialism gives sense and physical
matter priority over mind or idea. In the tenth book of the
Laws Plato put the standpoint of materialism, as it existed
then, clearly enough. The materialist was a person who
regarded nature as selfderived. Elementary particles of dead
matter somehow or other combined together to form the
entire universe and all the living beings contained in it.
Matter accidentally raised itself up into the most complex
living forms. Matter created its laws. And Mind itself
resulted from these accidental combinations of inanimate
matter. 'They say that fire and water and earth and air all
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I will connect the sensual with the 'materialistic' outlook of today. The point to be noticed is that if there be
potential degrees of development hidden as a scale within
man, no one can rise in this scale of his own potential being
unless he transcends the purely sensual or material outlook.
The psychological implications behind this view are
really of very great interest and importance. A sensualistic
or materialistic outlook limits us psychologically, in the
fullest sense of this word, so that if there be higher degrees
of consciousness we will be incapable of reaching them if
we believe only in the 'evidence of things seen', or seek
only for proof from the visible, tangible and matter-offact side of things, or regard the world simply as we see it.
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Nevertheless, psychologically speaking, the standpoint of
materialism prevails and spreads its effects over the entire
world. How can we better grasp what materialism
consists in, as regards its psychological effect? Why can it
limit us psychologically?

exist by nature and chance .... The elements are severally
moved by chance and some inherent force, according to
certain affinities among them, of hot with cold, or of dry
with moist, ete. After this fashion and in this manner the
whole heaven has been created, as well as animals and
plants ... not by the action of mind, as they say, or of any
god, but as I was saying, by nature and chance only' (Laws,
889 B).
From this standpoint physical nature is necessarily the
first cause of the generation and destruction of all things.
Mind is secondary - an accidental product of physical matter.
Can we really believe that mind and intelligence
accidentally came out of dead matter? If so, then in order
to face the problem sincerely, we must grant to original
matter - which, chemically speaking, is hydrogen extraordinary properties, and assume that all organised
beings were potentially present in the first matter of the
nebular system, that is, if we believe that the universe
'started' at some distant point in passing- time.
But the customary standpoint of scientific materialism
is that primary matter is dead - and the universe is dead
and nature is dead - and a dead nature can, of course, aim
at nothing. It cannot be teleological.
Since Plato's time science has passed far beyond the
region of the unaided senses. It has turned matter into
electricity, and the world of three dimensions into a
theoretical world of at least four dimensions. It has passed
beyond natural, i.e., sensual concepts, beyond the
visualisable and matter-of-fact.
Physicists today are
trying to understand what we are in. What is this 'worldfield' in which events happen? Does one event really cause
another? What is this four-dimensional continuum called
space-time? And what, for that matter, is electricity? We
are in a mysterious and incomprehensible universe.

Let us glance at an entirely different standpoint. The
Platonic view of visible or phenomenal reality was that
there is behind it an invisible and greater order of reality.
There is invisible form or figure (only mentally
perceptible) over and above all form or figure that we can
apprehend through our senses. These invisible forms or
figures, with which our term idea came to be connected,
are prior in scale to, and therefore much more 'real' than,
any perceptible form or figure. Thus the world of sense,
all that we see, is a very limited expression of real form and,
properly speaking, science studies that which is indicated
in the visible object. '... the object of anything that can be
called science in the strict sense of the word is something
that may be indicated by the world of sense, but it is not
really of that world, but of a higher degree of reality'
(Burnet, Platonism, p. 43,1928).
The geometer, for example, studies triangles and finds
that the three interior angles of any sort of triangle are
always equal in sum to two right angles. But this is not
true of any triangle that we can perceive with the external
senses because it is not possible to draw an absolutely
exact triangle. So that 'triangle' itself belongs to a higher
degree of reality than any visible representation of it. The
triangle as idea - the 'ideal' triangle - does not exist in
passing time and space. It is not visible, but is only
apprehended by the mind. In a similar way, anything that
has the semblance of beauty, relation and proportion in
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the visible world, as seen by us with our organs of sight,
has behind it beauty, relation and proportion belonging to
a higher degree of reality, which art strives towards, and of
which we may catch glimpses in flashes of consciousness
above the ordinary.
But for materialism a higher degree of reality is not
countenanced. I think it would be absolutely inexplicable
on the basis upon which materialism rests. There may be
a below but there cannot be an above. There can be no
existing higher degree of reality. There can be no superior
order behind the phenomenal world, nothing prior to it in
scale. For the universe must be a mindless product and
body must be prior to mind. There can be 'no thought
without phosphorus'. Matter must be prior to function
and use, and sensation prior to meaning.
To admit a higher order of reality behind known reality
is, in fact, to reverse the direction of materialism. For it is
to affirm by an act of the mind what the senses by
themselves do not directly show, but what, at the same
time, the senses really indicate. And it is exactly in this
that Plato puts the turning point of a man's soul - in this
recognition of an existing higher order of reality that
explains this obviously imperfect, suggestive world in
which we live.

If the universe be in man (as a scale of reality) as well as
man in the universe, then if a man gives an inferior
explanation of the universe it will react on himself; he will
limit himself and remain inferior to his own potential
being. He is then left nothing else to do but to study a
dead material world outside him, out of which his own life
and his mind accidentally come.
If there be energies in us capable of seeking another
36
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direction, they will then necessarily find no goal. For if
there be 'things of the spirit', if there be higher degrees of
consciousness and realness within, then all those impulses
which in their right development should separate man
from. the tyranny of outer life, and create inner
independence of soul through the realisation of these
higher degrees within, will become fused with the things
of outer life into one common outer influence; for, having
no inner goal, their goal will seem to lie outside him. The
hypnotic power of outer life will then be increased. The
'outer' will then tend to be felt fanatically, i.e. religiously.
And that is perhaps why in this age of materialism men
seem doomed to sacrifice themselves more and more to
mass organisations, to war, to machines, to speed, to
gigantism and ugliness of every kind, in order to get
emotional satisfaction. Seen from this angle, the attitude
of scientific materialism really increases man's inner
weakness, which is always too great. In all that belongs to
himself, in all that is necessary for the dawn of
individuality, it renders him more and more impotent,
giving him the illusion that he can gain absolute power
over a dead material world. And with this increasing inner
weakness he seeks more and more to put himself under
some dominating personality, to surrender his thinking, to
cease to be a man at all. What paradox could be stranger?

-

The emotional attitude belonging to materialism is
necessarily quite different from that belonging to
'idealism'. As materialists we think we can lay bare the
secrets of nature, and as often as not we assume the credit
of being the actual creators of whatever processes we have
discovered. It is extraordinary how a very superficial
descriptive explanation satisfies us that we know. For
37
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example, by chemical analysis we can find out the quantitative composition of a substance. Vegetation is
obviously greenblooded. Chlorophyll is its most important
constituent. Man has red blood and haemoglobin is its
chief element. We can find by chemical analysis that their
structure is rather similar and that each contains so many
atoms of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, ete. We tend then to
assume that we have discovered that they are - by
discovering the quantity and kind of elementary
constituent bricks in these substances. But their use, and
the idea behind these substances, belong to quite a
different order of thinking - and this is what, as
materialists, we tend to ignore. We ignore what they
represent, what place they have and what part they play in
a connected universe. We ignore quality; for, as materialists,
we do not admit a connected or intelligent universe in
which everything has its definite role or function. Comte
actually said that quality was no positive entity, the most
positive entity being quantity. But is not the meaning of a
thing as a whole, its function and use, the part it plays in
the life of man and in the life of the universe, its most
positive aspect? And is not the fact that, quantitatively
speaking, different chemical structure transmits such an
infinite variety of qualities, the greatest mystery of all?
The most positive aspect of a thing is the thing as a
whole. We never really explain or understand a thing by
the mere reduction of it to its elementary parts, while
ignoring its patent qualities and uses and purposes when
taken as a whole. Such a way of 'eXplaining' a thing gives us
a wrong sense of power, a conceit, a superficiality of standpoint, which seem to me to lie at the very root of'materialism'.
I remember my first contact with chemistry at school.
Everything seemed to become amazingly simple. Everything was merely chemistry, merely different quantities

and combinations of elementary particles. A living being
was merely a combination of different quantities of
atoms, of infinitely small bricks, of carbon, oxygen,
hydrogen, sulphur, nitrogen and phosphorus - certainly
in vast and inconceivable quantities, but still 'nothing
but' atoms. Even a person whom one loved was 'nothing
but' a prodigious quantity of atoms. Explanations seemed
to be fascinatingly easy on this basis of quantities. Is not
this the obsessing fascination of explaining the greater by
the less - the root of all obsession? It seemed as if the
secret of the universe had been handed over to me,
particularly because at that time people in general seemed
to be quite ignorant of chemistry. It was only when I
began to ponder over the meaning of the periodic law of
the elements - the law of the octave as the English
chemist, Newlands, called it - whereby the same sort of
elements repeat themselves at regular intervals, that I
realised that something stood behind all these atoms and
behind all chemistry. There is law, there is 'order', which
determine their action, their properties, their position,
their affinities and relations. Behind these elementary
particles stood another 'world' - the world of law, order,
form and principle, that connected all these particles
together and made all chemical changes and relationships
possible. But it is understandable how anyone, who has
not yet begun to think, can become intoxicated by the
powers that science seems to put into his hands. It seems
possible to explain everything, to know everything, to
understand exactly why everything is what it is; and this
first contact with science produces in some people an
extraordinary contempt for and intolerance of anything
like 'idealism' - that is, of a world behind this visible
world that explains this visible world. They cannot see
that we cannot really know or understand or even explain
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anything, simply through the method of science - and
that all our explanations are nothing but descriptions of
processes that remain a mystery.

The 'natural' man of the eighteenth century writers and
the carnal-minded or sensual man of the ancient writers, is
the outward turned, sense-bound and sense-minded man.
But we all have this 'natural' man as a particular part of
our being. Today, this side of human psychology is
intensified by the marvels of science, whose general
standpoint has reached the masses. Intellectually, we
appear to have only what Paul called 'the mind of the
flesh'. And even if we vaguely believe in realities higher
than those we can contact with our senses, the 'natural
man' in us haunts us with the idea that such higher
realities, if they exist at all, will eventually be proved by
some grand scientific demonstration - or finally dismissed.
But can we suppose that any demonstration of higher
realities - I mean one that could somehow appeal to the
senses - could ever take us off the sensual level of
understanding?
Nothing that can be demonstrated to
the senses, no scientific discovery of any sort, no
demonstration that can be proved to us, will ever lift us
from that level of understanding. Why is this so? Perhaps
we have never really considered the question.
If there be potential degrees of higher 'reality' within us
nothing coming from the side of the senses will alone
open them. We do not understand this easily. Yet is it not
obvious that man himself is not changed by discoveries in
phenomena? No matter how far we investigate the minute
side of the phenomenal world we will never escape from
materialism, however subtly it may be presented. We can
never prove, discover or realise mind through sense. An

extraordinary discovery, such as that of wireless telegraphy,
does not change us in ourselves in the slightest degree. We
merely get used to it and expect more. The quality of our
consciousness undergoes not the slightest change. A sense
of the miraculous does not leaven it - in fact, the contrary
happens. We become more blind, more bored, more sure. If
a change in consciousness is possible it does not seem
possible that it can come from the phenomenal side.
Suppose, even, it were possible to prove to the senses
the existence of a 'deity' - what would be the result?
Suppose a deity could be demonstrated. It would mean
that all that side of things which the inner spirit of man
must search after and seek to apprehend individually, as
self-revealed and self-realised truth, would become a
matter of sensory and general evidence. Were a divinity to
appear in the sky the whole inner construction of man
would be violated and rendered sterile. Man would be
coerced through his senses in just what belongs to his
highest and most individual issues. The deepest theme in
the drama of invisible and visible would be anticipated in
the most wretched way, and our situation would be far
more intolerable than it is.
From this angle we can perhaps see why all arguments
in favour of higher intelligence that reach out ultimately
to external sensory proofs - as Paley's argument from
design, the alleged existence of spirits, proof by external
miracles and magic - when brought too close to us, as
evidence, profoundly repel us.
Outer cannot coerce inner. Indeed, in all such matters,
outer 'proof of the marvellous does not help us. The
miracles of the modern world in physical science have not
helped us to reach deeper values. An increase in the range
of known or expected phenomena obviously does not
awaken man's spirit.
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One point, then, about materialism, as regards its
limiting effect upon man, would seem to lie in the attitude
it takes towards the existence of higher degrees of reality.
Man's reason is taken to be capable of attaining to a complete knowledge of the laws and the nature of all things.
His consciousness, while it is capable of including more and
more facts, is not regarded as capable of attaining a new
quality. Higher degrees of consciousness and higher degrees
of truth and entirely new forms of experience are excluded.
We see, then, that such a view certainly does not include
scale. Scale must necessarily imply an above and a below, a
higher and a lower, and also a special way of connecting
things on different levels of reality. Materialism, having no
sense of scale, cannot therefore admit either that which is
greater than man or that which is greater in man.
But is the sole mode of experiencing or understanding
life by way of the method of science? Is not science merely
one mode of experience? And are we to believe that the
quality of our ordinary consciousness is so fine that
further states of consciousness are inconceivable? Are not
further states of consciousness most likely to be the key to
the understanding of the complexities and contradictions
that have arisen in the realm of physics? The synthetic
power belonging to our ordinary consciousness may well
be of such a kind that it is unable to assimilate into a whole
the various separate findings of scientific research.
If we argue in this way, it would mean that scientific
materialism is limiting to the psychological development
of man simply because it takes the consciousness of man
for granted and therefore does not concern itself with
problems as to how man can reach a higher state of
development in himself - by what methods, by what kind
of knowledge, work, ideas, efforts and attitudes. With all
this latter we see at once that what is usually called

Life is sufficiently miraculous already - only we do not
notice it. If we catch a glimpse of its mystery, we border
momentarily on new emotions and thoughts, but this
comes from within, as a momentary, individual awakening
of the spirit.
Eckhart says that we are at fault as long as we see God in
what is outside us. It is not a matter of sense or of sensory
evidence or of collective demonstration. He is not the
prodigious and terrifying whirlwind, nor earthquake, nor
fire. As long as we have this external view a hindrance lies
in ourselves, and we fail to understand something of
tremendous importance. Why is this so? Apparently we
cannot begin from outer proof, from the phenomenal side;
through our senses we cannot reach a necessary 'place' of
understanding, though, whether we know it or not, our
sense-mindedness is always trying to do so. 'Where
creature stops, there God begins.' All the liberating inner
truth and vision that we need, apart from outer truth and
facts about things is, Eckhart says, 'native within us'. It is
an internal matter, to be realisedfirst as being in us. Yet it is
far more difficult to understand what this means than we
imagine, for we are born and nurtured in sensation, and so
cannot help thinking sensually. Sensation - the sensory - is
our mother; and she is very difficult to overcome. Our incest
with matter is universal. The most important and
convincing evidence for us remains the outward evidence of
the senses. We see our salvation lying in that kind of truth,
and therefore, now-a-days, in some great discovery, in some
fresh facts. We cannot comprehend the psychological
significance of such a statement as: 'We are saved by hope;
but hope that is seen is not hope; for who hopeth for that
which he seeth?' (Romans 8.24).
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'religion' has always, on its inner side, concerned itself.
The so-called gap between science and religion seems to
lie exactly at this point. Man cannot understand more because
he is in a state of inner disorganisation. The quality of his
consciousness is too separative and coarse. Yet he starts
out in his investigations of the universe without any idea
that he will be unable to penetrate beyond a certain point
because he himself is an unsuitable instrument for this
purpose. He thinks only that he is limited by a lack of
scientific instruments of sufficient precision, or by a lack
of data. He thinks therefore 'outwards' and strives only to
overcome the 'outward' difficulties.
All that ancient religion and philosophy concerned
itself with, and all that great art has reached after, will
seem to him to have no possible connection with the
difficulties he experiences in attaining final knowledge
and ultimate truth. The finer qualities of consciousness
and the new meaning and interpretations that art and
religion have sought to reach will not seem to be of any
importance to him; nor will he suspect that the inevitable
contradictions that he is bound to find awaiting him at
the end of his investigations result from the quality of his
own consciousness and his own inner disorganisation.

I

I

1111
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the sensible world, which contains imperfect representations of the 'eternal' Ideas, the soul is awakened in greater
or less degree to an awareness of the Ideas themselves. This
awareness comes, not from the side of the senses, but
internally, from the side of the mind. The soul recollects the
Ideas through perceiving the manifold objects of nature
into which the Ideas are reflected. The soul stands between
the sensible world and the world of Ideas - between two
orders of 'reality'; and becoming aware of this she takes
from the world of sensible objects all those impressions
which remind her of a higher order of reality, not giving to
sensible nature that which does not belong to it, but
extracting from it that which belongs to an order above it. So her
whole mode of experiencing temporal life and gaining
impressions becomes quite different from the mode of
experience belonging to the soul that is 'glued to the senses'
and sees all as outside her, attributing the first causal
principle to physical nature itself For the awakened soul all
is really within. The real world is within, and is only
apprehensible within. And a man whose soul has reached
this position is no longer 'natural' or sensual man, although
all that sense reveals to him is immeasurably intensified.
He sees clearly - with increasing clearness - because he has
become a meeting-point of two worlds, one reached within
and through himself, and the other reached without, and
through his senses.

IIIII
I

For Plato the world is not only our sensation of it, as it
must be if man is merely in the world. The world is also in
man, so man can know from 'within' as well as from
'without'. The ideas behind all discernible reality are
touched by man through the existence in him of innate
notions. These 'innate notions' in the soul of man have as
their true object the Ideas which are the archetypes behind
all temporal manifestation. So, while our knowledge is
developed by worldly experience, it contains elements
which are not derived from experience. In its contact with

How are visible objects representations of ideas? How
do the eternal Ideas enter the three-dimensional world in
passing-time? Plato suggests that they enter through the
most minute - through the dimensionless. 'It is evident that
generation takes place whenever a principle (arche,
originating principle) attains to the second dimension and
coming as far as the third, arrives at such a state as to
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become an object of sensation' (Laws, 894A). This seems
to mean that he thought that the higher world enters the
known world through its finest divisions. But it must be
clearly understood that Plato's suggestion concerning the
source of generation is not a refined materialism aided by a
theory of dimensions. Originating cause is for him quite
distinct from any matter that we can reach externally
through scientific research. Idea enters into manifestation
through what fOr our sense-perception is dimensionless. Let us
conceive an illustration.
Idea enters as seed. The seed is the elementary material
constituent or third term. Between the first term, idea, and
the third term, seed, there grows up flower, animal or child
as second term. Only in one sense is the seed cause. The
seed is fertile because of the first term, idea, which is nihil,
nothing, dimensionless, invisible in the phenomenal
world. If the material organisation of the seed be faulty,
the idea to which it is conjoined will be unable to manifest
itself in space and passing-time rightly. The spermatic
power is really in the idea rather than in the seed, and flows
as a current through the seed when the right conditions for
nurture exist. Yet, thinking naturally, we see the full cause
of a flower, or an animal or child in the seed alone - in the
minute speck of organised matter. And in the case of
sterile hybrids we think rather of a state of the seed than of
the confounding of two distinct ideas, each of which can
only manifest itself in an appropriate seed.
In consequence of the quality of our consciousness,
which gives us an outward direction, we cannot see
ourselves distinctly. We take the effects of outer life upon us
as 'ourselves'. We can scarcely discern our states and
moods apart from what appear to be their outside causes.
Governed by our senses reality appears to be outside us.
46
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Sensually we do not realise the invisibility of ourselves and
others, for this is not a matter
of 'perceptual
consciousness'. Our outwardness prevents our reaching of
inner harmony. There is nothing in ourselves so much
more· real that it is capable of isolating us from the
continual effects of the world that is entering via sense. We
are controlled by the sense-given scene - and so we are
outside ourselves. But we imagine that we are controlled
by our reason and set firmly in ourselves.
Speaking of the conditions of higher consciousness,
Ouspensky remarks that 'it is necessary that the centre of
gravity of everything shall lie for man in his inner world, in
self-consciousness and not in the outer world at all'
(Tertium Organum, p. 331). He is speaking here of selfconsciousness as the full consciousness of I - of a state of
consciousness in which the centre of gravity of our being that is, I - is in ourselves. With our present consciousness
we are, as it were, fused with the world and continually
distracted by its changes. And the form of our thought,
which is based upon what the senses show us, is 'natural' that is, it follows the world of sense and passing-time and
is grounded in the evidence of things seen. To get the
centre of gravity of our being inro ourselves, to become
possessed of an internal sense of I in place of the continual
reactions of the moment to which we say I, another
'reality' of all things in general is necessary. Our natural
concepts are not sufficient to change the quality of
consciousness or to get the centre of gravity of our being
into ourselves. Man must not only overcome the sensual
view of life by theoretical thinking but he must look
within - away from the senses - and become an object of
study to himself And he must get beyond merely sensible
knowledge and even rational knowledge.
Eckhart observes that there are three kinds of know47
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Let us touch on that briefly before continuing the subject
oflevels of consciousness.

ledge: 'The first is sensible, the second is rational and a
great deal higher. The third corresponds to a higher power
of the soul which knows no yesterday or today or
tomorrow.'

We have considered three of the factors limiting to the
development of consciousness: first, the question of our
sensualism and the necessity for overcoming the sensory
and literal point-of-view with which the attitude of
materialism is connected; second, the need for change in
the sense of I; third, the need for a new understanding of
time. The fourth factor relates to the quality of our love.

Our love is little else than selflove. The more we study
what self-love is the more does it become apparent that it
puts, paradoxically, the centre of gravity of our being
outside ourselves. Or, putting the matter in the reverse
way, because the centre of gravity is outside ourselves, we
only know, broadly speaking, self-love. Self-love always
requires audience, either imagined or actual.
Perhaps the simplest way to begin to understand the
nature of self-love is to study it from the side of falsity of
action. Whatever we do from self-love we do in a false
way, from a conceit, from the standpoint of producing
some impression. We are not really doing what we are
doing. We are not doing it from ourselves but from a
curious relationship of ourselves to others, or to the idea of
others and ourselves.
The great writers on self-love often take the subject
back to the central point of attack in Christian
psychology - to the Pharisee in us, who does all things 'to
be seen of men'. The criticism, I suggest, is directed against
the lack of any real psychological starting point within
ourselves. We probably take this Pharisee too concretely,
imagining we know the kind of people to whom the term
can very well be referred. I will take it as referring to a
difficulty that exists in everyone, and one that is a feature
of our form of consciousness. U7e have no real1. We have no
real selfconsciousness. Our love of self is not love of
anything real. So we cannot act from anything real in
ourselves but only from a continual mirror-like process
within us which is not self-initiated but automatic. So
that, in considering what puts the centre of gravity
outside ourselves we have not only the factor due to the
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Eckhart is referring to a phrase used by Paul: 'Pray that
ye may be able to comprehend with all the saints what is
the height, breadth, length and depth.' He is pointing to a
state of consciousness where time, as we know it, vanishes
and there is no 'yesterday' or 'tomorrow'. Not only does a
change in the sense of I belong to a higher quality of
consciousness, but the natural concept of time derived
from our sensory contact with the world disappears and a
new knowledge or sense of time takes its place. What
higher mathematics touches theoretically (in relation to
dimensions) is perceived by direct cognition.
From this point of view higher mathematics lies in
between the understanding belonging to our ordinary
consciousness and the understanding belonging to a higher
level of consciousness. This is how I understand Plato's
view that numbers differ from ideas, and occupy the interval
between ideas and sensible objects. The Ideas belong to a
higher degree of reality than do sensible objects, and in
between come numbers. But we must understand that to
arrive theoretically at the conclusion that the world is fourdimensional is quite different from the realisation of it
through an actual change in the time-sense.
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senses turning us outwards, making us see all as lying
outside us, but also the emotional factor of the 'self-love'.

stability in itself The creation of a permanent I must take
place somewhere beyond the sphere of self-love. It must be
brought into existence through a series of acts which
cannot be initiated by self-love and so cannot start from
the admiration of oneself And for this reason many things
are necessary before such acts can be se(f-initiated. The
whole standpoint must change. The standpoint of materialism or sensualism cannot provide the right basis from
which to start. Only the recognition that there are higher
degrees of reality, and the emotions that such a recognition can
rouse, can begin to give the right starting point. For such
emotions do not lie in the sphere of the self-love.
In the Christian psychological system many interesting
things are said about 'love of neighbour', which are
usually taken in a sentimental way - that is, from the side
of the self-love. But the conscious discrimination of one's

In Indian thought bondage to Maya is, from one angle,
bondage to the surrounding objects of sense. Not only our
passion to possess objects is meant, but that everything
outside us affects us or has power over us. We are
continually distracted, just as a dog is distracted by
everything he sees, hears, or smells. The tumult of senseimpressions, the riot of thoughts, the surgings of
emotions and imagination, the throngings of desires,
have nothing central between them to steady them.
Between that which is pouring in from outside through
the senses, and that which is going on within, nothing
permanent
intervenes to subject all these random
activities to order, to bring them into alignment and
produce a point of consciousness between inner and outer.
The self-love disports itself in this chaos, glancing at itself
in the mirror of every activity.
Speaking of the chaotic inner state of man, Ouspensky
remarks that the first aim that an individual can have, as
regards his own development, is 'to create in himself a
permanent
"I", to protect himself from continual
strivings, moods and desires which sway him now in one
direction and now in another' (A New Model of the Universe,
p. 244, Kegan Paul). But we must clearly grasp that such
a state would mean a new state of the individual. It would
mean a new quality of consciousness. It would mean the
attainment of a higher degree of reality within. Such a
permanent I could not be a derivative of the self-love,
which is changing its direction every moment, trying on
every costume as it were, and admiring itself in every
possible pose. For everything relating to the self-love, and
the passion for approval and self-approval, can have no

neighbour implies an actual development of consciousness.

The quality of our ordinary love is so coloured by selflove that we are unable to feel the real existence of others,
to feel them, save momentarily. They are little more than
associations with our self-love. In connection with this
Swedenborg says that our self-love demands as its main
object a favourable reflection of ourselves in others. That
is its goal. If we believe this reflection exists we feel joy.
This joy changes to dislike, self-pity or hate, once we
imagine the reflection is unfavourable. This is our
ordinary 'love'. It cannot becomedifferent - save momentarilybecause the quality of our consciousnessmakes this impossible.

To see another person, apart from our subjective
notions and images, to realise another person's actual
objective existence, is exactly one of those momentary
and genuine experiences which give us hints of further
possible states of consciousness. For then, during one
moment, we awaken to entirely new and wonderful forms
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of experience. But falling back we forget them, because
an inferior level of consciousness cannot reproduce the
experiences belonging to a higher level. It is not so much
that we forget, but cannot remember.
I will connect the self-love with a definite psychological
direction. The old conception of two paths that man can
follow, as represented originally in the ancient Pythagorean
Y, is usually interpreted as referring to virtue and vice, as
conventionally understood according to period and local
custom. 'Where the Samian Y directs thy steps to run, to
Virtue's narrow Steep and Broadway Vice to shun'
(Dryden). This is the superficial explanation. But it may
have originally referred to two possible paths in life, one real
and one sham: along the sham direction let us imagine there
lies the great spectacle of life, with all its honours and
rewards. Its motive power is the gratified and ungratified
self-love, its governing fear the loss of reputation. Along
this path we all seek, in some form or another, audience.
Usually we seek open approval. Connected with it is a very
remarkable perpetual-motion machine. The great are flattered
by the homage of their inferiors, and the inferiors are
flattered by the recognition of the great. Thus the machinery turns unceasingly in this mutual self-satisfaction.
Bernard de Mandeville saw in this machinery the
driving force of every form of society. He distinguished
this aspect of self-love as self-liking. It is the passion of
self-liking, he says, which is generated in children in the
nursery by the chorus of praise which surrounds them,
that is not only the foundation of all society but is the
source of honour and shame, through which the appetites
of people are held in check, and men and women are
made virtuous, though not in any real sense. Through
the passion of self-liking people may imitate all the
virtues of the Christian life. He said, indeed, that there

are no Christians - which roused the greatest indignation.
Along this sham path life is chiefly a dressing-up, an
emptiness, a make-believe, in which we seek to be like
something rather than really to be something. In this
sense, ~hen, no one is really doing what he appears to be
doing, and nothing is what it pretends to be. Everything
is governed by the complicated reactions of the gratified,
the wounded, or the expectant self-love. Thus no one is
'pure' in heart - that is, the emotions are not real.
The general cause is that no one has created himself No
one has real existence in himself We only attain to a
fictitious selfexistence. And if we are frank with ourselves,
we know that we feel empty or locked-in. We do not
know what to do. Through the incessant mirror-action of
the self-love, we are always turned outwards, towards
audience, away from the direction ofse/fexistence. So, we are
turned outwards not only by our senses and sensemindedness, which can be said to belong to our natural
constitution,
but also by the infinite psychological
ramifications of our self-love.
When the self-love is wounded or when we feel our
reputation is damaged or lost, we feel depreciated,
'inferior' or annihilated. Actually, such a state of affairs
might be regarded as a starting-point for something new.
But in life this does not happen.
The starting-point
for some entirely new state of
oneself, above what life produces, can never lie along the
direction of what is generally approved or applauded, for
it will then only administer to the self-love, which is the
point of danger. For nothing, says Swedenborg, can
produce such a brilliant effect upon oneself as the fully
gratified self-love. For its delight, he says, reaches to every
fibre of the body, and is felt far more intensely than is the
gratification of any of the physical appetites. So also are
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the effects of wounded self-love equally intense.
Swedenborg defines the first step beyond self-love as the
love of uses. Anyone who can be simple enough to take real
pleasure in what he does, and be genuinely interested in
what he works at, obviously moves a step beyond self-love.

And having this view in mind - that there is a higher
science of man - we can perceive that observation of the
following kind probably finds its place just in this higher
science. Boehme said that we could come into a new
reality of our being and perceive everything in a new
relation 'if we can stand still from self-thinking and self-

willing and stop the wheel of imagination and the senses'.
These are plain psychological instructions. But in what
sense psychological? Not as we understand 'psychology'
today. For what possible meaning can they have for us if
we deny the possibility of any qualitative change to man?
If there be no 'higher reality' there is no sense in such
instructions, no psychological meaning.
And if, to obtain a higher reality of oneself, the centre of
gravity of one's being must be in oneself, then this qualitative
change in being will clearly remain impossible as long as we
are turned only outwards. The centre of gravity of oneself
must not lie outside through the action of self-love and the
senses. It must not lie outwards in this foreign world which
we can never directly reach, but within, in this invisibility
that is the beginning of oneself and can become something,
and through which we can reach 'neighbour'. And for this
to happen a qualitative change of standpoint is necessary,
and a willingness which starts from a conviction that there
is something else that is essential for us. For we can only
begin from our own willingness and our own conviction.
I believe that as long as we think that the world, as
displayed to our senses, contains all that we need, and holds
the key to our happiness, then we must always go in the
wrong direction. We must overcome that degree of
materialism to begin with, that kind of sensual understanding, and with it also overcome the effect of all those
evidences in which the sensual man within us finds so much
complacent comfort - as, for example, in the outward solidarity of a religious or a political movement, or in the
increase of its organised and outward form. We must
under-stand that we can rest upon no proof - such as the
sensual understanding will seek and accept. The extraordinary confusion that arises when we confound the truth
of ideas with the truth of the senses must disappear. We can
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We must imagine a range of conscious experience lying
above that which we ordinarily know. Intervening between

it and what we ordinarily know is a discontinuity, a gap.
We cannot bridge this gap save through lending ourselves
to ideas, views, and ways of taking things that ultimately
belong to the higher range of conscious experience.
Remaining 'sensual', the gap is not bridged: taking
things in the ordinary way, retaining our ordinary views
and natural ideas, we never attain the potential in us. All
systems of 'religion' have this attainment in view. But not
understanding the doctrine of potentiality, which regards
man as a seed, we take all that we class as 'religion' in a
moral way, as something merely urging us to be good.
And the more obscure side of religion - the hints that
belong to its internal meaning and esoteric side - we
usually entirely ignore or contemplate with idle curiosity.
We certainly see no science in that. But if there be a higher
reality of oneself there must be an actual science of that
higher reality of oneself - a science higher than any we
know and one which will comprehend in itself all the
ordinary forms of knowing, such as belong to philosophy,
art and the sciences.
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no longer say that we will believe 'provided we have the
proof; or that we cannot believe 'because there is no proof.
A man's understanding must not stop at that point where
things can no longer be satisfactorily demonstrated and
proved to everyone. We have compre-hension far above the
sensory field, and experiences quite apart from it. Faith and
belief belong to orders of understanding quite distinct from
sensual under-standing and sensory proof The greatest
initial barrier of all lies in the inability to distinguish
between the truth of ideas and the truth of sense. It is a
confounding of two orders - of what belongs to the inner
man and what belongs to the outer man - and until it is
passed, the inner life is rendered sterile because it cannot
receive food. Even when a man reads or hears about truth
belonging to ideas he holds it off by arguing that 'no one
really knows', or that 'it cannot be proved'. Yet the outwardturning side of us must first taste life in full seeing the
solution of all things as lying without. As the prodigal son, it
must go out into life and experience, tasting from every cup,
avoiding, if it can, the 'cup of bitterness'. As'prodigal sons,
we must first go further and further from source, until there
awakens in us, earlier or later, fleeting realisations that the

mightily powerful and strangely menacing and hostile'
(Commentary on Romans, p. 306, Oxford University Press).
We are, indeed, in such a desperate-ly foreign world, in
such a strange land, that we may well ask ourselves how it
has ever been possible to believe that we have been
mechanically evolved through countless millions of years
solely in order to be directly in it and of it.

direct approach to outer life cannot give us what we are lookingfor.

The sensual man thinks of the outer as the most familiar
and easy, the most satisfying and real and the most easily
reached. Does it not come to be the most foreign and most
incomprehensible, and in the long run the most unsatisfying? Can you ever directly understand, or possess, or
reach, even the simplest object lying in it? Certainly you
will know you cannot if you already know your invisibility.
Karl Barth says: 'Men suffer, because, bearing within them
an invisible world, they find this unobservable inner world
met by the tangible, foreign, other outer world, desperately
visible, dislocated, its fragments jostling one another, yet
56
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If the doctrine of potentiality is true and man is
incomplete but capable of reaching further states of
himself, any psychological system that does not take these
possibilities into consideration must be inadequate.
Actually it must be negative in character. It will not be
enough to take known life alone. A positive psychological
system, as that inherent in Christianity, must teach that
man can be different and be based upon the view - the
actual knowledge - that man is capable of a very definite
kind of development that mere response to known life does
not give, and that some definite transformation can take place
in him. The ideas belonging to such a system will not, of
course, be understandable in any ordinary way. They will
not be about the phenomenal world, about matters of
sense, about the third term. Nor will such ideas be
verifiable through historical considerations, which are of
minor importance. One does not prove the truth of an
idea by demonstrating
that its founder lived. The
evidence of its truth can only lie in a man's own
experience of it when it enters into him. Such ideas cannot
be compared to ordinary scientific ideas. We shall not find
them in books on the physical nature of the universe. And
unless we can distinguish between ideas of this kind and
ordinary or scientific ideas, we will never be able to give
them any germinating place in our mind, or perhaps
never even grasp what they refer to.
57
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CHAPTER TWELVE

THE INTEGRATION

OF THE LIFE

we come into possession of when the World
in Time is seen brings a new sense of environment. This
corresponds to something innate in the soul. Our life
surrounds us. It does not lie merely in tomorrow; it does
not pass away. We need no longer put this sense of
environment into some future hereafter to satisfy the soul.
We labour in the permanent field of our own lives.
And we labour also in the common and immense field
of living Time of which we inhabit a small portion. It is
only our senses that turn all this into passing-time and
death and destruction.
From other parts of living Time we receive a few signals
- in literature, architecture, art. What we read, coming
from those parts that surround us, belongs to the living
World. Can we think, then, that we have surpassed the
ideas that reach us from what we regard as the dead past?
No - because all history is a living Today. All thought is in
the Today of humanity. Throughout all its extension in
Time humanity is thinking. Placed somewhere at a point
in this immense circle of humanity, that is ever-present to the
eye of eternity, we so-called moderns are now witnessing
one angle of totality, one section of the WORlD, one
radius of truth. This little today of ours, which we take as
the summit of progress, is a fraction of Today itself. But
unless passing-time falls away from us, we can never
understand. The time-sense must change. We must think
beyond time, out of time, and unless we question our
temporal existence, unless we begin to think differently
about everything and give quite a new interpretation to
our lives, we cannot change our standpoint, which is the
THE ATTITUDE
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standpoint of illusion. To think Time itself brings us near
the sense and meaning of Eternity. The rushing
movement of passing-time ceases. There comes, from an
indefinable direction, and intermittently, the sense of now.
The feeling of the life changes. The direction of effort
changes. The valuation of all our experiences changes. We
perceive what it is that we must escape from - the
meaningless circle of our reactions. And perceiving that
the purely temporal outlook gives us nothing, or takes
away as soon as it gives, we realise the unspeakable boon
of transcending the major illusion of the senses. Then new
affirmative emotions reach us, that cannot reach us
otherwise. A new action of the mind begins - a rethinking
of everything in terms of all the life and now.
Above space appears Time, and above the enduring
World in Time the enduring World of all possibilities,
which is the World of Eternity.
This new sense of environment makes for the integration
of the life. The mere sense of passing-time goes against it.
For, in relation to passing-time 'each one of us is made up
of ten thousand different and successive states, a scrapheap of units, a mob of individuals' (Plutarch). Under the
illusion of passing-time we can have no unity. To be is to
have the permanent sense of something else. And as Plutarch
says there is no now in passing-time, for 'now is squeezed
into the future, or into the past as though we should try to
see a point which of necessity passes away to right or left'.
Without the sense of the invisible there can be no unity, no
integration - nothing but successive states, the everturning kaleidoscope of 1's. For integration, ideas that halt
time are necessary, and these ideas must feed us
continually. And it is only through that peculiar kind of
effort, whereby we realise our own invisibility, that such
ideas can reach and feed us. Without this effort we fall

every moment, prone and lifeless, into the overvvhelming
stream of time and event, and the circle of our r~-actions.
For at every moment we can sink down into our. habitual
state of consciousness - where no integration is I)ossible -
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where, indeed, we are, and can only be, divide,! up into
innumerable little contradictory parts, which C~ntinually
steal us from ourselves. Then we lie asleep in aptearances
lost to ourselves, for then the sense of ourselves is derived
only from the ever-changing response to the flicker of
appearances. Then every event carries us away. E"ery event
fastens its mouth upon our energy and consumes it. Life
carries us away, now up, then down. And the illusion of
passing-time, and the thinking only in terms of time cause
us to fix our eyes always on tomorrow which never fom;s - for
it is always tomorrow. So we live ahead of Jurselves
strained out in time, and are never here, never in the plac~
where we really are, the only place in which anY:hing real
can happen - in now.
Were two people to meet in this place they w0tld indeed
meet. They would know one another. But in pa~ing-time
we cannot know one another. Our bodies bstle one
another, but we have no time to know one anotth, nor do
we have time to know ourselves - for we can ~nly meet
ourselves in now. All else is theory and phantasy.
The mystery of time is in ourselves. We can s'ruggle to
awaken to a new sense of time and to a nev sense of
ourselves and so g~t beyond what we think we a.ealready
and what we thmk we know already. But in every
struggle of this nature we will inevitably realisemore and
more that it is oneself that is the mystery - that :he whole
thing is in oneself - in what one takes as oneself. Cue will be
forced more and more on to what is oneself. T1e mystic
ocean of existence is not to be crossed as ~mething
outside ourselves. It is in oneself. A man filSt surely
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realise that it is invisibly in him. And when he really
touches now, he will know that all his lives, lived and
unlived, meet here, beyond all conditions of passing-time,
and that he has in himself all that is necessary for the
overcoming of his most difficult problems - in this now,
which, if he fails to discover, will be always replaced by
the stream of passing-time. Realising what it would mean
to hold now, he will catch a glimpse of the meaning of that
strange phrase in the Wisdom of Solomon: 'He, perfected in
a short time, fulfilled a long time.'
A double-thought is necessary in all problems connected
with higher space. In the spiral of our lives we may turn
ceaselessly in one circle, in absolute recurrence. All that is
possible, potential, will remain unrealised. It exists but
does not exist - for us. There is the already-thereness of
everything in higher space and the lack of individual
realisation of it in oneself The road is there but we do not
necessarily go along it, but may walk round and round the
same point unable to escape from the circle of our
associations and habitual reactions. Every further stage of
ourselves is within us, above us. Below us lies what we are
already, what we have done before. Below us, behind us, is
the passive surrender to things, the inertia of the past, the
habits of years, and the passive, sensual mind - the mind of
the senses - with its sole belief in appearances and passingtime. At any point in our lives we are thus between two
opposing forces - the force of the realised and the force of
the unrealised, what we are and have been, and what we
may be. And what we may be is already there, as unhappy
feeling, as incompleteness. It lies along an untrodden road
which the active mind can only find. Thus there is always
hidden in the centre of man's heart a problem, capable of so
many different inadequate renderings and formulations.

Seen from one angle, in order to go forward, a man must
overcome the sensual interpretation of life which feeds the
passive mind, and weights the past too much. He can only
relate himself to new forces, coming from that which he has
not realised, through seeing things differently, through
touching ideas that have transforming power and that can
only be proved by his own experience of them and never
evidentially, by an appeal to the outer world of the senses.
From this standpoint the world that we really live in is
not the phenomenal world but the psychological world, in
which there is a psychological past and a psychological future.
Here time passes into psychology. There is that which lies
behind or below us and that which lies in front of or above
us, psychologically. That which lies above us is not in the
future of passing-time. Mere length of days will not bring
us to it, for we can remain, psychologically , in the same part of
the psychological world for all our remaining years, if we
continue always to think in the same way and act with the
same self-satisfaction. Time will then pass, but
psychologically we will remain stationary, ever turning
round the same circle in inner space, with weakening
pleasure. Our real future is our own growth, and the latter
can only be into what is already there - but as far as each of
us is concerned only potentially there - just as the North
Pole is already there and forms a part of some people's
experience but for me still remains a possible experience in
the already-thereness of known space. But if I think that I
only live in the world registered by my senses and confuse
growth with the passage of time, I will never be able to
understand the direction in which my possible growth lies.
I will always see it as outside me, in external activities and
in the direction of tomorrow. And the idea that I am not
only always and necessarily somewhere in visible space,
but also always and necessarily somewhere in invisible
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A part of the total WORLD is outside us, the remainder
inside us. Where the visible WORLD leaves off, man
invisible begins. Where the manifested WORLD, common to
us all as immediate sensory experience, leaves off, the

unmanifested WORLD begins - individually for each of us.
And at the meeting-point in every man of these two aspects
of the total WORLD the phenomenon of passing-time
enters. The higher invisible degrees of the WORLD are in us;
and outside us, in experiences that we share with others, are
its lower visible degrees. Outside us is outer truth; within
us, inner truth, and both make up All- the WORLD. And as
inner truth - supposing that I experience some degree of it
- it is seen and demonstrated within me, individually. I
cannot show it or prove it to others - whatever I may
discern of it in my spirit - for it is within, as is heaven or hell.
I can only find evidence, in literature and elsewhere, that
others have discerned similar things. But in the realm of
outer truth the case is different. Whatever I discover about
the visible part of the WORLD - which we think of as the
entire world - can be demonstrated to others and become
accepted as part of the collective, or outer, scientific truth
belonging to the period. This outer truth will lie in that
part of my mind turned outwards towards the senses,
towards that part of the total WORLD that is manifest - that
is, it will lie in the passive mind. It will not and cannot
change me in myself, for change is through the inner active
side of the mind. It will not make me a different kind of
man. It may give me fame, but it cannot do anything else,
because it does not belong to me as inner experience and
does not enter me from within.
Nor will mere flashes of inner truth, entering from
within, necessarily change me. To perceive that the
universe is in oneself or to perceive the fact of recurrence, as
did Ramsay, is merely fleeting inner experience. It is like
catching a glimpse of a frame-work that is quite devoid of
content. For a moment the soul is turned in a new direction
and tastes another order of things. Drugs, anaesthetics,
ete., sometimes can briefly turn the soul in this direction.
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space will remain incomprehensible. But are we not always
in two places - one in known three dimensional space, the
other in inner space - one in the 'material' world, the other
in the 'spiritual' world? I am here in this street, in this house,
at this moment; and I am also here (in the psychological
world) in this state, in this mood, in this re-action, in this
feeling - and at this point in the spiral of lives, in the ocean of
existence. Could I realise this fully then would I know fully
that what I do now is the only important thing. For to realise
these two heres together is already to realise something of
now, in which time halts. And if I can once begin to reach
now I will realise that every experience of it penetrates and
recalls every other experience of it, in a manner that has
nothing to do with sequence or date in passing-time. For all
moments of understanding lie close together. Realising now,
I perceive something that does not change, something that
is both spectator of myself and really myself, in relationship
to which all my temporal troubles and problems become
small. Only then can I say those words that are so difficult to
say in the right way, and are constantly used exactly in the
wrong way - 'nothing matters'. For then it means that
nothing matters save this feeling of now. And this is because
in the presence of greater meaning all lesser meanings, that
fill our ordinary mind full to the brim, shrink to their true
proportions and cease to steal from us. For in the presence of
greater meaning we are redeemed from everything small
and trivial and absurd - and unless there were greater
meaning men would have nothing to do, no goal, no aim,
no direction save that given by the outward senses.
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. But in itself this is nothing save that it shows that there is a
further range of experience of the WORLD. It shows a new
order of knowledge. But experienced in this way, one has no
connection with this knowledge, and turns back to life as
did Ramsay. It is necessary to find some kind of way, some
form of work upon oneself, that will connect one
legitimately with knowledge of this order, through a
gradual transformation of oneself. And the starting-point
of work of this kind is, as Karl Barth says, to realise the
ambigtlotlsness of temporal life. There must be the feeling
and conviction of something else. And it is not only
necessary to feel that there is some other interpretation of
things but to desire to hear and knoUJit. A clear attitude, a
distinct thought, must exist, similar to what was in
William Law's mind when he wrote that once a man
understands that he is down here in time and space in order to
awaken to another state of himself, everything that happens to
him, whether good or bad, comes to have a new meaning.
In the light of such a standpoint the ambiguousness of
life vanishes. A continual state of doubting and vacillation
is replaced by the beginning of a new kind of knowledge.
One no longer stares at life, trying to decide whether it
means something or means nothing. One perceives that
with the ordinary knowledge that one gains from life, one
can never solve any of those conundrums which preoccupy
us secretly and which we never know how to think about
distinctly. Incapable of reaching ourselves, we remain
wandering about in a growing indistinctness, and drowned
in the illusion of tomorrow, we see no reason why we should
make any efforts to struggle with ourselves now. We cling
to all the negations that belong to the illusion of passingtime, and perhaps, as life seems to pass swiftly and for ever
away, comfort ourselves with the deadly dream that we
have tried to do our best.

To begin to awaken it is necessary to begin to think what
all this literature, philosophical, religious, mystical and
otherwise, is about - this literature of ideas which always
reads so strangely. What is it about? In its true essence it is
always about the same thing - about knowledge without
which we can never begin to understand the meaning of
our existence. If we can ever find the right approach to it,
we will find that it begins to answer just those questions
that we are secretly preoccupied with, that have existed in
us since childhood, and that belong to that part of ourselves
that we have had to go on living without, as it were - we
have had to leave behind.
I mentioned that the Egyptian diagram on the title-page
might have to do with the four castes, i.e., man must
experience in recurrent form four samples of lives
beginning with the most menial. In other words, in
crossing the ocean of existence he crosses humanity itself in
its main aspects. This diagram, if it has any connection with
the repetition of the life, refers to four episodes, each one retraversed seven times, i.e., the same kind oflife recurs seven
times, and I would take it as meaning recurrence in the
same part of time for anyone episode, or sample of life.
Once worked out, once the spiral is accomplished, a new
sample oflife is begun, and I suppose that this would be in a
different part of time. This is entirely speculative, but it
gives a point of view that explains some of the
inconsistencies oflife. At this moment every separate person
in the visible world is at a certain point in this invisible
system of four spirals that bridges the ocean of existence.
If the two figures on either side of the Egyptian diagram
are of different sex, this may mean that a change of sign
takes place in the passage across the mystic ocean of
existence. The termination of the life in full consciousness
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necessarily means the full awakening of the active mind and
this I understand as the head in the diagram which is next
what I will take as the figure of Osiris. The life begins from
the passive end - taken as Isis. Man, as a spiral of lives, lies
between opposites - man as time, man as fourdimensional, five-dimensional, six-dimensional. If this
interpretation has any truth in it the diagram indicates an
increasing consciousness in man who is developing, as we
might expect. Starting from a passive state in which he is
only reaction to his senses, he can undergo a growth in
consciousness and pass from a passive to an active state. I
mean only that this is a possibility, because it is
understandable that he may turn ceaselessly at one point in
the spiral of lives, in absolute recurrence, and not advance
through the pathway possible to him. A double-thought is
necessary here, as in all problems connected with higher
space, namely the already-thereness of everything and the
individual realisation of it. The road is there but we do not
necessarily go along it but may walk round and round the
same point unable to escape from the circle of our habits.
Isis as 'mother' and Osiris as 'father', thought of as
passive and active, can be connected with the two triangles
of Fludd, 'material' and 'spiritual'. The overcoming of the
mother will then mean the overcoming of the sensual man,
i.e. the material interpretation of life. This will mean that
there is always hidden in man's heart a problem, which
obviously can be interpreted in all sorts of different and
inadequate ways. Everyone has always something to
overcome in himself or herself - this 'mother', this passive
mind, this passive surrender to things, this inertia, this past,
this belief in appearances and passing-time. At any point in
our lives we are between two opposing forces. At every
moment a man is between 'Isis' and 'Osiris', as a possible
form of Horus.
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